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An operational system is presented for the recognition of handwritten 
words when written on line on a special transducer. The system represents a 
new approach to handwriting recognition, that of searching for the in- 
variants of the patterns by consideration of the intrinsic movements that 
execute the handwriting. The handwritten words are analyzed by segmenta- 
tion into strokes, recognition of strokes by the statistical likelihood of their 
belonging to preselected classes, and the use of constraints inherent in the 
script and word representations to limit the output sequences generated. 
Experiments carried out by computer simulation of the recognition sys- 
tem reveal that the system is capable of recognizing well-formed, legible 
handwritten words with a reliability that depends on the correspondence 
between the script of the test samples and that of the ensemble on which 
the machine's representation f handwriting is based. For an ensemble of
100 samples written by four subjects with a vocabulary chosen so that ad- 
jacent letters provided little contextual information, 91% of the samples 
were correctly recognized if the machine had been previously exposed to 
the same 100 samples. Lower recognition rates are obtained in situations in 
which differences exist between the teaching and test ensembles. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 
If  handwr i t ing is considered a medium for communicat ion,  then, for 
the understanding of this communicat ive process we look for the rules 
governing the encoding of the messages (generation of the handwr i t ten  
message corresponding to the message representat ion in a s tandard  
a lphabet) ,  as well as their  decoding (derivat ion of the s tandard a lphabet  
equivalent  of the handwr i t ten  message). We note that ,  given the stand- 
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ard alphabet representation f a message, there exist no unique corre- 
sponding handwritten version of the message. Instead, wide differences 
are observable for different writers and even for the same writer under 
different conditions. Hence, the encoding mapping is one-to-many, and 
the decoding function, ideally its inverse, is many-to-one. The fact that 
under ordinary circumstances there is little disagreement among people 
as to the proper image of a handwritten message under the decoding 
mapping implies that there exist well-defined rules for handwriting 
generation. 
We assume that the handwriting enerating system of the hand and 
arm acts as a transducer, eceiving by means of the nerve fibers a 
description of tile graphical pattern to be executed. The system is noisy 
in that  it introduces variations in the outputs corresponding to input 
signals thought o carry the same information. Any successful recog- 
nition system, human or artificial, must be invariant o just such vari- 
ations. 
Certain features of the pen movement, considered as a function of 
time, are largely invariant for different writing samples of the same 
word written by the same subject, despite the possible existence of 
larger variations in the specific spatiotemporal muscle-innervation pat- 
tern. Some of the features considered inthis context are the predominant 
direction of downstrokes, relative heights of letters, and the character- 
istic pattern formation of particular letters. Through a quantitative 
investigation of the invariance of these features we can characterize the 
generating system and separate the effects that are inherent in the 
system from those resulting from specific influences uch as word and 
sentence context. To the extent hat certain writing features maintain 
their invariance over different subjects and are found to carry infor- 
mation pertaining to the letter under execution, they may be used to 
recover the message from the handwritten pattern. 
This paper considers the problem of machine recognition of hand- 
writing, given the pattern as a two-dimensional vector displacement 
function of time. The time-dependent form of input presentation is used 
to limit the scope of the problem tackled. A concise numerical represen- 
tation of handwriting deemed more suitable for the programmed re- 
covery of the message is presented. This representation preserves suffi- 
cient information so that with the aid of a suitable model for hand- 
writing generation the two-dimensional pattern can be regenerated. 
The language representation of the message is recovered from the 
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numerical representation with the aid of statistical estimates based on 
an ensemble of writing samples. 
On the basis of a study of the characteristics of the pen-displacement 
function, we define the notion of a stroke and give operational procedures 
for the segmentation f the handwriting signal into function segments 
corresponding to strokes. The recognition procedure is effeeted in two 
successive stages. First, an attempt is made at independent stroke 
recognition, or the classification of function segments into predetermined 
stroke categories. Second, constraints are applied at the stroke and 
letter level in order to maximize the likelihood of correct recognition. 
Results are presented for an ensemble of 100 words written by four 
subjects in which knowledge of one letter of the word supplies little 
information about he other letters. A vocabulary consisting of those 59 
words that were considered to be likely products of misrecognition was 
used to eliminate any nonwords that may be generated by the program. 
II. STROKE REPRESENTATION OF HANDWRITING 
A detailed study of the variations in writing speed for several subjects 
reveals points of speed minima predictably situated along the time axis. 
The points of zero y-velocity component, which are found to correspond 
to these points of speed minima, are defined as the stroke segmentation 
points of the writing, and the function segments o delimited as the 
strokes constituting the writing sample. By definition, therefore, the 
writing can be considered a set of upstrokes and downstrokes ordered in 
time. Through the use of such a segmentation procedure, the mapping 
of the handwritten word into the corresponding letter sequence is divided 
into tWO stages: first, a mapping into a stroke sequence; and second, a 
mapping of the stroke sequence into a letter sequence. The first mapping, 
because of the operational definition, is unique for any specific writing 
sample. The second mapping may not be unique because information 
as to where the letter-delimiting separations are located is not normally 
explicitly available. 
Such a representation forhandwriting will prove useful for recognition 
purposes if each letter of the alphabet is definable in terms of a possibly 
small number of alternative stroke sequences. Only under such conditions 
can an exhaustive search procedure prove feasible for determining the 
letter sequence corresponding to a particular stroke sequence. 
An attempt is made to characterize the several function segments 
corresponding to individual strokes independently in terms of a small 
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set of parameters that may serve to generate the handwriting movement. 
It is thought hat these parameters may prove useful in identifying the 
generated isplacement patterns because they are likely to be invariant 
particularly with respect o those transformations of the patterns that 
leave the communicated information unchanged. 
The parameters used for stroke description are those used in a model 
for handwriting eneration that is an extension of one first presented by 
Eden (1962). That model and its modification consider, as a first approxi- 
mation, the movement of the pen point to be controlled by three groups 
of muscles acting essentially independently. For the most common mode 
of writing, namely, writing on a horizontal surface with the arm sup- 
ported at or just below the elbow, these muscle groups can be broken 
down as follows. The first group, effecting simultaneous flexion or 
extension of the thumb and index finger, governs pen movement along 
the direction of predominant slope of the writing. The second, governing 
ulnar or radial deviation of the hand at the wrist, executes the fluctuating 
horizontal movement of the writing. A third pair, controlling adduction 
and abduction of the upper arm at the shoulder, produces the steady 
movement of the pen across the page. In Eden's model, the velocity- 
function component of the writing was considered to be composed of a 
series of half-wave sinusoidal segments with an appropriate phase shift 
between the two components. In order to improve our ability to generate 
functions matching experimentally obtained functions more closely, this 
model has been extended so that each component of the velocity function 
for any stroke is characterized in terms of a pair of quarter-wave sinu- 
soidal segments having possibly different frequency and phase-shift 
parameters. The complete mathematical formulation is given in the 
Appendix. 
The parameters corresponding to an experimentally obtained function 
segment are determined by synthesizing a generating function that will 
best match the original function in the least mean-square s nse. There 
being seven independent parameters in the model, we impose six con- 
strains on the generatable functions, leaving one degree of freedom. 
Perturbations are applied to one parameter, the time value for the 
junction of the two sinusoidal segments of the matching function, the 
other parameters being recalculated to satisfy the imposed constraints, 
until a local minimum is found for the difference measure as a function 
of that parameter. 
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III. STROKE IDENTIFICATION 
Corresponding toan ensemble of strokes used in a particular sequence 
position in executing a particular letter, some clustering of points is 
expected in the multidimensional stroke parameter space. Stroke cate- 
gories are constructed on the basis of topological similarities between 
the member writing segments which may originate from different letters, 
e.g., the first downstrokes of the letters i, o, u, v, and w are assigned to 
the same category. Similar writing segments are assigned to the same 
category unless such assignment precludes the unique recognition of a 
letter, given only the categories to which the constituent stroke seg- 
ments belong. 
An optimal rule for recognition of membership n categories of inde- 
pendent strokes is one that calculates for all categories t~e conditional 
probability that a particular stroke-parameter v ctor from the category 
rj takes on the value X identical to that of the stroke to be identified 
and assigns the unknown stroke to the category for which this con- 
ditional probability is maximum. 
In most pattern-recognition problems, including this particular case, 
the required parameter statistics for the several categories are unavail- 
able and may be estimated only by a prohibitive amount of sampling. 
By making assumptions about the nature of the probability density 
functions of the parameters of the several categories on the basis of 
limited data, we may overcome the estimation problem, but the recog- 
nition result will fall below optimal to the extent hat these assumptions 
fail to be valid. We assume that the parameters describing the strokes 
have multivariate nornaal distributions with generally unequal covari- 
ance matrices for the several categories. Mathematically, the probability 
density pdX), when X is from the population z~, is given by 
1 
p~(X) = (2v)p/2 t V~ 11f2 exp [ -  ½ (X - ~i)' V71 (X - ~,)], 
where 
V~ = covariance matrix for the parameters of the category ~r~, 
I Vii = the determinant of the matrix V~, 
p = number of components of the parameter vector X, 
t~ = vector of parameter means for the category r~, 
(X-tL~)' = transpose of the matrix (X-~i).  
If we now define the likelihood function ldX) as 
= - (x  - - - l og  l I, 
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the recognition rule is still applicable in terms of this function, and it 
selects the category for which l~(X) is maximum. 
Since likelihood estimates are calculated with respect o each stroke 
category, it is important to minimize the number of different categories 
as much as possible. Ideally, if writers wrote consistently and similarly, 
each abstract letter would have a unique stroke representation. The 
finest possible partition would then be obtained by assigning each stroke 
of each letter to a different category. However, topologically similar 
strokes originating from different letters may be inseparable and their 
existence may be used to reduce the number of categories recognized to 
be distinct. Furthermore, we nmst recognize variants of several letters 
that may consist of different numbers of strokes, e.g., ~- (6 strokes) vs. 
(4 strokes). Furthermore, in cases in which the recognition program 
encounters difficulty in differentiating between two strokes, e.g., last 
stroke of ~o. ands0., the differentiation can normally be effected by 
using the fact that the letters contain different numbers of strokes, or a 
pair of more easily distinguishable strokes, as in ~. vs. M. In such cases, 
instead of making a categorizing choice of high error probability, we 
may prefer not to make the choice, but regard both strokes as belonging 
to the same category. The selection of the particular partition of the 
stroke space is, therefore, a problem requh'ing insight into the script 
of the samples to be recognized. 
For the purpose of subsequent letter-sequence generation, a threshold 
is established for the stroke-likelihood measure, and all strokes exceeding 
the threshold are considered in the generation of letter sequences. If no 
sequence satisfying the constraints imposed by context is found, the 
threshold value is relaxed and the procedure repeated: 
IV. RECOGNIT ION OF LETTER SEQUENCES AND WORDS 
The constraints between adjacent strokes are formulated in terms of 
a stroke table giving the stroke sequence for all letter variants. The pro- 
gram considers in turn all possible ordered sequences of the previously 
selected stroke categories for possible mapping into a letter sequence 
that is a member of the output vocabulary of the system. On the assump- 
tion that most of the hypothesized stroke sequences will not be trans- 
formable into an output word, the following exhaustive search strategy 
is implemented. 
Starting with the first choice for the first stroke, attempt a continua- 
tion with the first choice for the next stroke, continuing until either an 
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illegal sequence (no corresponding letter sequence) is found or the last 
stroke of the word is reached. For illegal sequences, the last stroke choice 
selected is dropped and a continuation is attempted with the next 
choice, if any, for the same stroke. If no such continuation is found 
possible, one more stroke is deleted and further choices for that stroke are 
considered. Whenever enough strokes have been processed to complete 
an additional letter, the letter string found up to that point is checked 
against he output vocabulary for presence as the prefix of some word. 
Words are accepted as possible results if the last stroke of the sequence 
is found to terminate the last letter of the word, and they are assigned 
likelihoods based on the sum of the constituent s roke likelihoods. 
V. EXPERIMENTAL  PROCEDURE AND RESULTS 
The data for the recognition experiments reported here consisted of 
repeated samples of the words fail, fall, feel, fell, fill, foal, foil, fool, foul, 
fowl, full, and furl, written by four subjects and totalling one hundred 
words. The words were written on a handwriting transmitter (Telauto- 
graph) having a 4 in. X 2 in. writing surface. The transmitter signals 
corresponding to pen position were fed to the TX-0 computer (Depart- 
ment of Electrical Engineering, M.I.T.), the computer being used as 
multiplexed analog-digital converter and for the recording of data on 
magnetic tape. The IBM 7090 computer of the Computation Center, 
M.I.T., was used for all subsequent data processing. 
The subjects were asked to write continuously, not to lift pen from 
writing surface within a word and to omit diacritical marks, in this 
case the dot over the i. The input data were monitored by regenerating 
and displaying the displacement pattern on the oscilloscope connected to 
the computer. Where writers were found to have momentarily reduced 
the downward pressure on the pen sufficiently to release the platen 
switch of the transmitter in the course of the writing, they were asked 
to rewrite the sample. 
On the basis of the input data, the nine letters generating the input 
word set were represented by seventeen variants. The stroke space was 
partitioned into twelve downstroke and twelve upstroke categories. 
This partition was sufficient o give all letters unique representations 
based on downstrokes only. The output vocabulary was limited to 
59 words which included, besides the members of the input set, those 
words that were considered by the experimenter to be likely products of 
misrecognition. Twelve parameters were used for stroke description, 
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as given in the Appendix. These parameters were selected without any 
a priori information regarding their usefulness, in an attempt o provide 
the system with as much useful information about the strokes as possible. 
A partial test showed no significant improvements if the parameters 
were not treated as if they were independent. Hence, and also to save 
on storage and computation time, off-diagonal entries of the interparam- 
eter covariance matrices were arbitrarily assumed to be zero. 
Three basic groups of experiments were carried out with recognition 
rates as given in Table I. The particular difficulties encountered are 
illustrated in Table I I ,  in which several confusion matrices are presented 
and compared with each other. The entries denote the number of 
misrecognitions of the row word as the column word, e.g., the entries 
in the first row and second column indicate that of eight samples of the 
word fail one sample was misread as fall in each of Experiments 1C, 
2A, and 2B, although not necessarily the same sample in each case, 
and no such misrecognitions took place in the other experiments. 
In Experiment 1, stroke statistics were compiled from all 100 samples, 
irrespective of writer, and on the basis of these statistics the machine 
was asked to recognize the same 100 samples. The experiment was 
repeated three times by using for recognition upstrokes and down- 
strokes (Experiment 1A), downstrokes only (Experiment 1B), and down- 
TABLE I 
]:~ESULTS OF RECOGNITION EXPERIMENTS 
Per- 
Experi- Strokes used for cen- 
ment Learning set Test set tage 
number recognition recog- 
nized 
1A All strokes All strokes 
1B All downstrokes All downstrokes 
1C All downstrokes All downstrokes 
2A Two subjects Other two subjects 
2B Two subiects Other two subjects 
2C Two subjects Sequence from 
different subject 
3 50 samples--all 50 different samples 
subjects and --all subjects and 
words words 
All strokes 91 
All downstrokes 91 
All downstrokes 68 
5 parameters only 
All strokes 69 
All downstrokes 56 
All downstrokes 78 
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strokes described by a reduced parameter vector consisting of only five 
components (Experiment 1C). The parameters of that set corresponded 
roughly to those of the original handwriting model presented by Eden 
(1962). 
In Experiment 2, the machine was made to recognize the writing 
samples of subjects different from those on which its stroke statistics 
were based. In order to base the statistics on a sufficient sample of 
category members, statistics were compiled for two pairs of subjects 
rather than each one individually. Recognition was attempted on all 
samples by using in each case the stroke statistics compiled from the 
ensemble which did not include that sample. The experiment was first 
carried out by using all strokes (Experiment 2A), and then repeated by 
using downstrokes only (Experiment 2B). The deterioration i word- 
recognition rates indicates the extent o which the stroke description is
subject-dependent. 
In Experiment 2C initial stroke statistics were computed for two 
subjects, and the recognition method was tested by exposure to a series 
of samples written by a third different subject. After every sample, 
whether or not that sample was correctly recognized, a new category 
mean was calculated for every member of the stroke alphabet occurring 
in the word, by using a linear combination of the old mean value and 
the new parameter value. By trial-and-error methods the form 
new value = 0.75 X old value + 0.25 X sample value 
was found to yield satisfactory esults. In this fashion the machine was 
allowed to adapt its representation f the categories in stroke space to 
one more closely corresponding to the writing of the test subject. 
One further experiment (Experiment 3) completed this series. Again 
the machine attempted to recognize samples different from those to 
which it was exposed during the learning phase. Now, however, the 
data set was divided into two parts with identical subject and word dis- 
tributions, i.e., a sample of each word written by each subject was 
included in both the learning and the test ensembles. The experiment 
was carried out in two parts, by using in turn each sample set as the 
learning and as the test ensemble. In this case the recognition rate is 
only slightly reduced from the rates found for Experiments 1A and lB. 
We observe that although Experiments 1A and 1B result in identical 
recognition rates, the sets of words incorrectly identified in the two 
cases are not the same. This shows that in certain cases the use of up- 
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strokes, as well as downstrokes, as compared to the use of downstrokes 
alone, may help or hinder correct recognition. Theoretically, since each 
letter used in this data s~t lean be assigned a unique Stroke sequence 
consisting of downstrokes only, the information contained in the up- 
strokes is redundant once the downstrokes are specified. If the down- 
strokes are not known with certainty, however, the use of upstrokes 
as well may  improve recognition, as can be seen from the results of 
Experiments 2A  and 2B. 
We may recognize two kinds of recognition errors exhibited by the 
machine: first, those that cannot be reliably resolved by. human readers 
either, termed ambiguities, and second, errors not normally committed 
by humans,  representing the inadequacies of the present system. Some 
examples of such ambiguities and errors are discussed with reference 
to the handwriting samples of Fig. i. 
The  program's failure to discriminate correctly between two strokes 
can in certain instances be due to the method of partitioning the stroke 
space. A point in the parameter space corresponding to a particular func- 
tion segment of the test sample is assigned a likelihood with respect to 
each stroke in the stroke alphabet. However,  if the several hierarchies 
of constraints restrict the choice for a given segment to one of a very 
limited number  of stroke assignments, then we may possibly make  im- 
proved discriminations on the basis of a restricted set of parameters 
particularly applicable to the discrimination to be made. It is therefore 
proposed that the final discrimination decision be based on the results 
of an iterative sequence of successive approximations to the desired 
likelihood measures. 
Samples (a) and (b) are examples of errors committed by misreading 
the word foal as fool. Among the essential factors considered by the 
system for distinguishing between the letters a and o are the more nega- 
tive initial velocity and smaller adius of curvature for the first down- 
stroke of a, more negative final x velocity for the upstroke of o, and 
larger y displacement and radius of curvature for the second ownstroke 
of the letter o. For sample (a), because of the retrograde upstroke 
and short following downstroke, preference is established for the letter 
a. Alternatively, further information regarding the displacement be- 
tween the initial points of the first and second downstrokes of the 
letters could conceivably be used to resolve this difficulty. Such informa- 
tion concerning a group of adjacent strokes is not incorporated into the 
present recognition system. 
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j~  (b) 
(c) ~- -~ (d) 
(f) 
(g) ~/~ (h) /~~ 
FIG. 1. Samples of handwr i t ten words used for recognition 
For sample (b), in addition to the same factors, the large loop formed 
by the upstrokes and second downstroke of the letter leads to its mis- 
recognition as the letter o. The strongly retrograde part of the first 
downstroke of the letter prevents human misrecognition, but is ap- 
parently inadequately taken into account by the decision structure of 
the program. 
Samples (c), (d), (e), and (f) are further examples of the confusion 
between the letters a, o, and u. The four words fall, foul, foal, and full 
were read, respectively, as full, fool, foul, and fall on several occasions. 
In each of these cases information pertaining to only the individual 
strokes was inadequate for recognition. The correct identification of the 
ambiguous letter, however, could be made by using special criteria 
appropriate to each discrimination, for example, the closeness of the 
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first points in the successive downstrokes of the letters u and a. Such 
criteria may be selected once the general word-recognition problem has 
been reduced to discrimination among a small number of alternative 
possibilities. The situations for which improved discrimination is re- 
quired are indicated by likelihood ratios between the top choices of the 
recognizer which are nearly one. By detecting the specific letter-letter 
differences b.etween the top choices and abstracting specific information 
pertinent to the resolution of the found ambiguities, we may expect o 
improve the over-all performance of the recognizer. 
Samples (g) and (h), in which cases the words fell andfill were misread 
as fill and fell, respectively, are examples of truly ambiguous samples 
that even humans find difficult to read. The ambiguity in sample (g) 
is normally resolved by dotting the letter i. In the absence of such a 
diacritical mark, the width of the loop of the letter is the only available 
criterion for differentiation between the letters e and i, and it may be 
insufficient for correct recognition i  this case. In sample (h) the height 
of the third letter is the only source of useful information and without 
further knowledge of the writing characteristics of the subject, reading 
it as e or l is possible. In the absence of further information concerning 
the writing of the subject, our only recourse is comparison with other 
letters of the same word, if either choice results in the repetition of the 
letter within the word. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper presents an approach to machine recognition of hand- 
written words based on their decomposition i to strokes, context-in- 
dependent recognition of strokes as belonging to predetermined ca- 
tegories, and the use of contextual information to achieve reasonable 
recognition rates in real time. An operational method is presented for 
the segmentation f the handwriting into time-ordered function seg- 
ments, subsequences of which map into the letters of the writing. The 
function segments or strokes are considered to be the basic units of 
the handwriting movement, and a model is presented for their genera- 
tion from a basic set of parameters. The parameters describing any 
function segment are determined by repeated sequences of stroke syn- 
thesis and error evaluation. The resulting recognition rates are found 
to be significantly better than those previously reported (Frishkopf 
and Harmon, 1961). 
We find that word recognition in real time (processing time of the 
order of 10 sec per word) is feasible even without the expenditure of 
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much effort to achieve time optimization. We feel that the crucial test 
of a generative schema, namely the limitation of the generation process 
to likely recognition results, has been met by the use of contextual 
information for that purpose. Whether such a generative schema is 
feasible when confronted with a general vocabulary remains to be demon- 
strated. 
It is found that the strokes of the writing may be classified into 
topologically similar categories generally independently of the writer 
producing the strokes. Where different writers form the same letter by 
means of a different number of strokes, variants are assigned to such 
letters. In all cases, however, the representation f the letter in terms 
of stroke category sequences may be made independent of the writer 
as long as small variations are allowed for the average parameter 
values of each category. 
It is shown that the recognition task can be carried out in two stages, 
a not very reliable stroke-recognition peration operating on each stroke 
independently, and a word-generation stage applying in turn the various 
applicable constraints. The reliability attained in the first stage is 
strongly dependent upon previous knowledge of the subject's writing, 
while the second stage is independent of it. The recognition system is 
hierarchically organized to permit the application of constraints at 
several levels in order to improve recognition. Constraints are recognized 
to exist between adjacent strokes, adjacent letters, and adjacent words. 
The methods described represent an approach to the implementation 
of the consideration of constraints at the first two levels. In each case 
the program is flexible in that incomplete constraint specification will 
have no effect other than some deterioration i performance. Thus addi- 
tional constraints may be introduced step by step while their effects are 
under investigation. 
Our experiments on handwriting recognition suggest a hypothesis for 
the handwriting-generation process. This hypothesis tates that 'the 
writing is specified in terms of a number of parameters describing each 
stroke, this specification being subsequently modified by some noiselike 
interference resulting in a writing output possessing the normally 
observed variabilities. The approximating equations presented model 
the output of the generation process in a manner consistent with avail- 
able biological information. The writing is specified in terms of the out- 
put of the system, groups of muscles being recruited in each case that will 
produce the required output. 
We do not suggest hat human recognition is carried out in a se- 
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quence of steps that are identical to those executed by the machine. 
However, insofar as this activity can be executed by artificial means 
and the two systems exhibit similar behavior with respect o recognition 
results and ambiguities found, the procedures presented represent a set 
of sufficient operations for the human performance of this task. Feasi- 
bility in the design of an artificial system using, except for the specific 
time information of the writing, only information ormally available to 
humans in a time only moderately longer than that taken by humans, 
may lead to results useful in the study of the human execution of this 
activity by allowing us to subdivide it along the lines of the artificial 
system. We know that humans execute a sequence of hypothesis forma- 
tion and comparison with some mentally stored image representation. 
The precise form of this representation remains to be determined. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
x component of stroke displacement 
y component of stroke displacement 
time of stroke start 
time of junction of two quarter-wave s gments 
time of stroke end 
original x velocity function 
approximated x velocity function 
original y velocity function 
approximated y velocity function 
initial and final x velocity values 
amplitudes of matched sinusoidal segments to x velocity 
constant component of matched x velocity 
amplitude of matched sinusoidal segments o y velocity 
phase-shift parameters of x velocity relative to y velocity 
for initial and final segments 
frequency parameters of matched initial and final sinusoidal 
segments 
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